
John F. Simon, Jr. is a pioneer software artist and the author of the book "Drawing Your Own
Path." Simon began with pen plotter drawings, continued onto Internet Art, then created software
artworks shown as sculptural wall hangings with LCD screens called ‘art appliances’, and most
recently uses computer controlled fabrication techniques to sculpt bas-relief wall hangings out of
mixed materials.  Having written his own software since the 1980s, he is fluent in the use of the
computer, manipulating his tool’s potential in imaginative and innovative ways. 

Simon produces  new artworks each year that continue to be exhibited internationally and
acquired by museums. A contemplative drawing practitioner, Simon’s daily drawings inspire his
larger artworks. After carefully observing his own intuitive markings, he interprets them using the
unique properties of digital media to create artworks in diverse mediums such as: software, laser
engraved plastic, machine carved HDU, laser-cut linoleum, inlayed plastic laminate, charcoal, and
hand painted gouache drawings. Using programming language as an activated extension of
written language, Simon has investigated this principle in mediums as diverse as plotter
drawings, acrylic sculptures, and online projects visible at his Web site, www.numeral.com. His
software programs displayed on wall-mounted screens, for example, feature unpredictable
patterns of color and movement.

His software panel works have been collected by the Guggenheim, the Whitney Museum of
American Art, and the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, among others.
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For Simon's CV, please click here.
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